How I helped Enterprise DNA
launch a Power BI course and grow
their email list by 2,401% in less than 1 year

www.zoranorak.com

THE CLIENT
Enterprise DNA is one of the leading Power BI training solutions online. At
this moment, they count more than 10,000 subscribers from all over the
world.
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They also provide cutting edge business intelligence services and solutions
using Power BI, helping organizations drive better business decisions.

THE CHALLENGE
Sam, the founder of Enterprise DNA, was looking for help with their email
marketing efforts.
The email service provider (ESP) used was Mailchimp, and the list size
was 324 subscribers. There was no sales funnel or any strategy in
place for email marketing.
At the time, Sam was working on his online course for Microsoft’s Power BI
suite. This was still a fairly new technology on the market. So the goal was to
take the opportunity and become a leader in Power BI education.

THE SOLUTION
Creating a Clear Plan
Before we started with anything else, Sam and I did a strategy session. This helped us go over the goals and
create a clear roadmap for moving forward.
I also advised that it would be better to switch from the current HTML email template into text based emails. By
doing this, we improved our inbox positioning - giving an instant increase in open rates.

Before adjustment - emails ended up in Gmail's promotions tab

After adjustment - more emails were landing in Gmail's Primary tab

THE SOLUTION
Understanding The Market
We ran a survey to the current list and came out with 2 different customer avatars that represented the majority
of Enterprise DNA’s target market.
This helped us structure our messaging and uncover where they spend most of their time on. Knowing that, we
knew the best opportunities that Sam could use for ads to drive traffic and get more leads. Best organic traffic
came from valuable Youtube tutorials that Sam did on a constant basis.

Growing The List
Enterprise DNA had a lot of free resources on the website, which were ideal to convert into lead magnets for
capturing emails to the list.
Sam made even more of them and set up a resource page using LeadPages. This is where most of the ad and
Youtube traffic was directed to.

THE SOLUTION
Initial Launch
We planned the initial launch to the current list of 324 subscribers. The emails were split into pre-launch period
and launch period.
I encouraged Sam to put focus on running the webinars, which were best to do during the pre-launch period. So
we developed a concept of 3 pre-launch webinars to build up excitement and address any objections. The final
webinar also had an early bird offer for those who were ready to buy right there and then.
To make the offer even better, we agreed to provide extra bonuses for those who enroll into the course during the
launch period.
The launch emails I created were ran inside the next 7 days.

Results From the Initial Launch:
23 sales from a 324 subscriber list

7.1% conversion rate

THE SOLUTION
Automating Everything
Once we had a working concept, it was time for optimization and scaling.
We moved to Drip as our new ESP, which gave us a lot more options for automation.
To automate the webinars, we used EasyWebinar. Finally, we used DeadlineFunnel to create countdown timers
in emails and on the sales page. This also helped us to automatically close the sales page when the offer expired.
With this setup, everything was running on autopilot.
Sam took care of running the traffic to the landing pages with ads - the webinars and emails did the rest.
Enterprise DNA now had a completely automated sales funnel!
Website visitors were converted into email subscribers,
who were then nurtured through a series of emails and webinars
to become paying Enterprise DNA members.

THE SOLUTION
Final Results
In less than 1 year, Enterprise DNA’s list grew
from 324 subscribers to more than 7,770
2,401% increase!

CONLUSION
Our initial goal was to create a launch sequence that converts. We did this manually to be sure we had good
conversion numbers.
It was important to understand our target market and provide them with tons of value upfront. This developed a
close relationship with the list and made Sam and Enterprise DNA the leading experts in Power BI education and
training.
Once we tested what creates results, we moved to Drip which was ideal for making everything run on autopilot.
Sam put a lot of effort into creating all the materials and videos needed. He lead the webinars and created a
valuable course for his audience. Without his hard work, these results wouldn’t be possible.
My job was not to just write the emails, develop the strategy and set up the whole automation - but also to
provide guidance on everything that needed to be done to make it work.
This is a great example of how having the right offer with the right email strategy can launch a business.
Enterprise DNA has continued to create highly valuable Power BI training materials after our engagement. Now it's
also hosting big online Power BI events with the goal of educating analysts and consultants from all over the world.

"Zoran was an integral part of setting up and running the email marketing
program we implemented for the business. Not only did he execute on the
technical side and email marketing strategies, but he was also a great
liaison to bounce ideas off.
From small beginnings, sales and profits have grown significantly. A lot of
that comes down to setting things right upfront and then scaling from there.
Zoran was perfect for the job and I can't recommend him higher to anyone
looking for a partner in this field."

Sam McKay
FOUNDER, ENTERPRISE DNA

Ready to drive more sales
with your email marketing?
I'll help you find hidden opportunities and develop
a profitable email marketing strategy that
will make you money while you sleep.

BOOK A FREE CALL
or email me
zoran@zoranorak.com

